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Even though the field of medicine is constantly growing and advancing, organ and tissue 
transplantation remains the standard treatment for life-threatening organ damage. As human life 
expectancy is constantly increasing, organ demand is greater than the supply of donated organs. 
Another serious issue with organ transplantation is immune rejection of donor organs. Nowadays, 
scientists consider tissue engineering as a possible solution to these problems. Even though tissue 
engineering has promise, fabrication of highly complex tissue with specific/ uniaxial cell alignment 
remains a significant problem. Another field in close contact with tissue engineering is 
biofabrication. Biofabrication can be defined as “the production of complex living and non-living 
biological products from raw materials such as living cells, molecules, extracellular matrices, and 
biomaterials”1. That is, biofabrication deals with fabrication of complex objects with biological 
functions. A novel biofabrication technique is 4D biofabrication, which assumes fabrication of 
complex 3D objects by shape-transformation of 2D and 3D objects in response to a specific 
stimulus. One of major advantage of this approach is that it allows high-resolution fabrication of 
hollow tubular structures with no use of sacrificial material and easy cell encapsulation.  
The aim of this work is development of methods for fabrication of fibrous shape-morphing 
structures, which shall allow 4D biofabrication of muscle and neural tissues. It is envisioned that 
fibrous shape-morphing materials will be able to provide high permeability needed for diffusion of 
oxygen and nutrition as well as structured topography that can be used for improved cell alignment 
and growth. The novelty of this work is the investigation of the biocomptability, degradability and 
cell-material interactions with the fibrous shape-morphing materials. 
 
Three different designs of biocompatible and degradable fibrous shape-morphing materials were 
prepared and investigated throughout this work. Different folding scenarios of the bilayer and 
multilayer fibrous shape-morphing materials have been discussed and explained based on various 
parameters: each layer thickness, the overall thickness of the bilayer/multilayer, number of the 
layers, environment temperature, choice of media, fiber alignment and shape of the material. 
Fibrous shape-morphing material interaction with three different cell types (fibroblasts, skeletal 
muscle cells, and neuron cells) has been described. High degradability has been achieved by the 
design of a fibrous bilayer system, that was able to achieve 70 % mass loss during a month of 




Overall, though this work, it was shown that designed materials can be used for engineering of 
tissue with uniaxial cell alignment as skeletal muscle and neuron tissue. It was demonstrated 
fibrous shape-morphing material potential for functional muscle microtissue formation, that can be 
further developed by self-assembly into muscle bundles. Electrospinning of conductive fibers could 





Auch wenn der Bereich der Medizin ständig wächst und sich weiterentwickelt, bleibt die Organ- 
und Gewebetransplantation die Standardbehandlung für lebensbedrohliche Organschäden. Da die 
Lebenserwartung der Menschen ständig steigt, ist die Nachfrage nach Organen größer als das 
Angebot von Spenderorganen. Ein weiteres ernstes Problem bei der Organtransplantation ist die 
Immunabstoßung von Spenderorganen. Heutzutage betrachten Wissenschaftler das Tissue 
Engineering als mögliche Lösung für diese Probleme. Auch wenn das Tissue Engineering 
vielversprechend ist, bleibt die Herstellung von hochkomplexen Geweben mit spezifischer/ 
einachsiger Zellausrichtung ein erhebliches Problem. Ein weiterer Bereich, der in engem Kontakt 
mit dem Tissue Engineering steht, ist die Biofabrikation. Die Biofabrikation kann definiert werden 
als "die Herstellung komplexer lebender und nicht lebender biologischer Produkte aus 
Rohmaterialien wie lebenden Zellen, Molekülen, extrazellulären Matrizen und Biomaterialien ". 
Das heißt, die Biofabrikation befasst sich mit der Herstellung komplexer Objekte mit biologischen 
Funktionen. Eine neue Biofabrikationstechnik ist die 4D-Biofabrikation, die die Herstellung 
komplexer 3D-Objekte durch Formtransformation von 2D- und 3D-Objekten als Reaktion auf 
einen bestimmten Stimulus übernimmt. Einer der Hauptvorteile dieses Ansatzes ist, dass er die 
hochauflösende Herstellung von hohlen röhrenförmigen Strukturen ohne Verwendung von 
unterstützenden Materialien und eine einfache Zellkapselung ermöglicht.  
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung von Methoden zur Herstellung faserförmiger, 
formmodellierender Strukturen, die eine 4D-Biofabrizierung von Muskel- und Nervengewebe 
ermöglichen sollen. Es ist vorgesehen, dass faserige formmodellierende Materialien eine hohe 
Permeabilität, die für die Diffusion von Sauerstoff und Nährstoffen benötigt wird, sowie eine 
strukturierte Topographie bieten können, die für eine verbesserte Zellausrichtung und ein 
verbessertes Zellwachstum genutzt werden kann. Die Neuheit dieser Arbeit besteht in der 
Untersuchung der Biokomptabilität, der biologischen Abbaubarkeit und der Zell-Material-
Wechselwirkungen mit den faserförmigen formmodellierenden Materialien. 
 
Drei verschiedene Designs von biokompatiblen und biologisch abbaubaren faserförmigen, 
formverändernden Materialien wurden im Laufe dieser Arbeit vorbereitet und untersucht. 
Verschiedene Faltungsszenarien der zweischichtigen und mehrschichtigen faserigen 
formverändernden Materialien wurden erforscht und anhand verschiedener Parameter erläutert: 
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Schichtdicke von jeder Schicht, die Gesamtdicke der zweischichtigen/mehrschichtigen 
Materialien, die Anzahl der Schichten, die Umgebungstemperatur, die Wahl der Medien, die 
Faserausrichtung und die Form des Materials. Die Wechselwirkung zwischen faserartigem 
formveränderndem Material und drei verschiedenen Zelltypen (Fibroblasten, Myozyten und 
Neuronen) wurde beschrieben. Eine hohe biologische Abbaubarkeit wurde durch das Design eines 
faserigen Doppelschichtsystems erreicht, das in der Lage war, während eines Monats des Abbaus 
einen Massenverlust von 70 % zu erreichen, ohne die Stabilität des selbstgewickelten Konstrukts 
zu verlieren. 
 
Insgesamt haben wir durch diese Arbeit jedoch gezeigt, dass die entworfenen Materialien für die 
Konstruktion von Gewebe mit einachsiger Zellausrichtung als Skelettmuskel- und Nervengewebe 
verwendet werden können. Wir haben gezeigt, dass faserige, formmodellierende Materialien ein 
Potenzial für die Bildung von funktionellem Muskelmikrogewebe haben, das durch Selbstmontage 
zu Muskelbündeln weiterentwickelt werden kann. Das Elektrospinnen von leitfähigen Fasern 








While life expectancy continues to increase globally, the medical and biomedical industries seek 
to improve the healthcare system with new methods and techniques. Similar to the continual 
improvement of medicaments and vaccines, scientists are able to design and engineer new 
approaches for the operating theater. The organ-donor supply is unable to meet current demand for 
organs for transplantation. Tissue engineering (TE) is considered a possible alternative to the use 
of organ-donors. In tissue engineering – cells, engineered materials, bio- and physiochemical 
factors are used in combination to improve, maintain or replace biological tissues. With the help 
of TE, it is possible to design and obtain tissues or organs that can be maturated in vitro or in vivo 
and afterward implanted in the human body. Another rapidly advancing field related to TE is 
biofabrication.  
Field of biofabrication focus on microfabrication of defined product with biological function1. 
Biofabrication covers a wide variety of natural and technological processes in diverse disciplines 
as sensing, catalysis, synthetic biology, biotechnology, regenerative medicine (RM), and tissue 
engineering (Figure 1). Many methods are used in biofabrication, but most advanced biofabrication 
approaches that are used for TE are bioprinting and bio-assembly. Bio-assembly is defined as the 
fabrication of highly ordered constructs with a guided 2D or 3D organization through an automated 
assembly of previously formed cell-contained building blocks, which can be engineered by cell-
driven self-organization or through the development of hybrid cell-material. In this method 
typically enabling technologies are applied as micro-fabricated molds or microfluidics. Bioprinting 
is an additive manufacturing method where complex 3D cell-laden hydrogel constructs can be 
formed using a layer-by-layer deposition. Bioprinting has several advantages as high cell viability, 
direct and precise deposition, high resolution and complex 3D constructs. Numerous complex 
tissues, including multilayered skin, tracheal splints, vascular grafts, bone, heart tissue, and 




Figure 1. Biofabrication in relation to TE and RM. Reproduced with permission1.Copyright 2016, 
IOP Publishing. 
 
Even though 3D bioprinting has shown good outcomes, it is still challenging to obtain the suitable 
structural and biochemical support for the cells. Naturally, cells are surrounded by extracellular 
matrix that provides suitable environment for their growth, differentiation and maintain their 
function3. Extracellular matrix (ECM) consists of a biomacromolecule network, which includes 
collagen fibers, proteoglycan complexes, fibronectin, laminin, hyaluronic acid, etc. It has been 
proven that any changes in ECM topography or architecture can lead to alteration of cellular 
response4. For example, collagen fibers in ECM are approximately 1-3 µm thick and aligned, which 
helps cells to orientate and gives clues to attach. Whereas in bioprinting of cell-laden hydrogels, 
hydrogel formed mesh size is not always efficient for nutrient and waste product exchange. 
Likewise, to make the system more like the natural one, hydrogel structures should be reinforced 
by fibers. 
 
1.2. Biofabrication of the tubular structure  
Similar to mimicking ECM, another challenging task is to mimic hollow natural tubular structures 
in the human body like arteries in vasculature system, osteons in the skeletal system, muscle fibers 
in the muscular system, neurons in the nervous system, etc. These structures are highly ordered and 
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composed by different cell types, proteins, and signaling molecules5, likewise there diameter can 
be in micrometer as well as millimeter range.  
 
1.2.1. Methods for fabrication of tubular constructs  
Even though 3D bioprinting offers many advantages like a local deposition, possibility to extrude 
various materials, automatization, and individual adjustment, there are still some disadvantages. 
These include insufficient resolution, difficulties of hollow structure formation, no cues for cell 
orientation, no mechanical anisotropy and disturbed oxygen diffusion that make 3D bioprinting 
less suitable for tubular structure design6. Hollow tubular constructs can be made by the bioprinting 
of centric ring that involves high shear force formation thus significantly decrease cell viability7-9. 
Another method assumes the printing of sacrificial material that later needs to be removed using 
high pressure. This makes this method less suitable for cell encapsulation while printing10-14. Rod 
support printing can be as well used for tubular structure formation, but in this case, diameter of 
tubular structure is defined by on rod diameter, and as rod needs to be durable, the smallest diameter 
of the rod is usually in millimeters15. Overall, there are several models for tubular structure 
formation using 3D biofabrication. However, there is still a lack of high resolution, high cell 
viability and narrow tubular construct formation (<300 µm). 
4D biofabrication has shown great potential for the fabrication of tubular structures16-19. 4D 
biofabrication includes a variety of fabrication technologies (3D printing, e-spinning, solvent 
casting, etc.) that produces 3D elements that can be externally stimulated in a controlled manner to 
promote shape transformation that lead to the desired structure/shape/morphology6, 16. A certain 
time is required for shape transformation to happen; thus, the fourth dimension (time) contributes 
to this fabrication method. Using this technology, it is possible to create sophisticated dynamic 
structures with high resolution, that we are not able to achieve using other biofabrication 
techniques. There are three general approaches to obtain cell-laden 4D biofabricated constructs 
(Figure 2). In the first approach, the 3D structure is first fabricated, then the stimulus is added and 
after shape change cells filled in the scaffold. This approach has a disadvantage that cells need to 
fill from the sides, which does not ensure good cell distribution in the middle of the construct. In 
the second approach, cells are seeded on the 3D structure before shape transformation, which 
produces a uniform cell layer in all structures. In the third approach, the 3D structure is fabricated 
with the cells, and then shape transformation is performed. For this approach, it is important to use 




Figure 2. Fabrication of 3D cellular constructs using shape transformation: a) fabrication of 
nonvital construct, its shape transformation, and cell deposition in construct (blue); b) fabrication 
of nonvital construct, cell seeding and shape transformation of the cell‐filled construct; and c) 
fabrication of vital construct filled with cells and its shape transformation. Reproduced with 
permission6. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. 
 
Another important feature of 4D biofabrication is the ability to form a wide variety of hollow 
shapes and sizes20-21. This allows us to fabricate not only tubular structures but also sphere-like 
structures. For example, that could be crucial for lung and gland design where both structures are 
present. As already showed, tubular structures can be formed upon shape change using rectangular 
3D structures22 (Figure 3a). To form sphere-like structures, the star-shaped 3D structure should be 
fabricated for shape-changing23(Figure 3b). A combination of various tubular and half star-like 
structures are proposed to form glands24(Figure 3c,d). This makes 4D biofabrication promising for 






Figure 3. 4D biofabrication of various shapes: a) folding of the rectangular film forms tube; b) 
folding of the star‐like film results in capsule formation; c,d) complex alveolar and branched 
structures can be formed using combination of rectangular and star‐like elements. Reproduced with 
permission 6. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. 
 
1.2.2. Natural tubular tissues with cell alignment 
Our bodies consist of various tissues/organs; some of the tissues have a tubular structure with high 
cell alignment. Cell alignment is crucial for different cell types like muscle cells in striated muscle 
tissues, endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells in blood vessels and Schwann cells in neurons25 
(Figure 4). In blood vessels, smooth muscle cells (SMCs) are in the outer layer, and they are 
circumferentially aligned to provide resilience and tensile strength26. In this way, continuous 
fibrous helix from collagen fibers and elastin bands within vascular media is formed that provides 
necessary tension resistance for blood vessels to support maximal vessel contraction and dilation 
(Figure 4a). In comparison to SMCs, endothelial cells (ECs) in blood vessels are oriented along the 
direction of the vessel longitudinal axis. In blood vessels, ECs maintain the environment with 
different chemical clues and biophysical stimuli that are promoted by blood flow. Laminar fluid 
flow shear stress (FSS) evoke alignment of ECs intracellular cytoskeletal components causing cell 
elongation and polarization parallel to blood flow27. Any changes or misalignment of SMCs or ECs 
in blood vessels can cause changes in vascular behavior and further result in a pathological 
condition, e.g., atherosclerosis. 
For a striated muscle to contract, stretch or beat, it is crucial to have highly aligned intracellular 
myofilaments – actin and myosin. Muscle cells during myogenesis align and fuse, forming striated 
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multinucleated myotubes that later are assembled in aligned muscle fibers across the muscle 
(Figure 4b). When there is any distribution of this orientation, musculoskeletal disorders occur, 
which can be caused by accidents, tumor excision, or muscular dystrophy28. This highly oriented 
and complex 3D muscle structure with considerable volume is still a challenge for the scientist in 
biofabrication and TE fields. Furthermore, innervating tissue adds yet another layer of difficulty, 
as nerve cells grow slowly and also need to be aligned in bundles in order to form proper 
functioning nerves. 
During axonal regeneration, neural cells spontaneously orient parallel to aligned Schwann cells 
(SCs) in the case of peripheral nerve injury29 (Figure 4c). SCs can differentiate to form myelin, 
which is a fatty substance that wraps around nerve cells and protect them. When SCs proliferate 
during regeneration they are forming longitudinal cell strands called Büngner bands, therefore the 




Figure 4. Cell alignment in various native tissues: a) smooth muscle cells in blood vessels; b) 
muscle cells in striated muscle tissue; c) Schwann cells in neurons. Reproduced with permission25. 
Copyright 2014, Elsevier.; d) Structure and components of long bone. Reproduced with 




To promote neuron regeneration and other aligned tissue formation, various types of scaffolds with 
patterned topography like groove, pillar, pit, wrinkle, and fibrous scaffolds can be fabricated31-33. 
Further, various stimuli can be used to improve aligned tissue formation such as mechanical 
loading, chemical treatment, and electrical stimulation. Mechanical loading can be added to cell 
tissue or scaffolds with cells and with stretch, fluid flow shear stress or compression loading, it is 
possible to improve cell alignment. For example, electrical stimulation is used for muscle and 
neuron cells to promote their growth and differentiation, using electrical stimulation it is possible 
to achieve an elongation of cells and alignment perpendicular to applied direct current (DC) 
electrical field. However, stimuli-induced alignment is often difficult to optimize and often results 
in inconsistent cell alignment. Surface chemical treatment is another method to align cells in the 
scaffold, that can be done by adding motifs of ECM like Arginylglycylaspartic acid (RGD) peptide 
to surface where cells should adhere32. 
 
1.3 Nano- and microfiber formation for cell guidance 
As mentioned before, fibrous scaffolds can be used to guide cell alignment. Fibrous scaffolds not 
only have cell attractive topography but as well offers high porosity and mechanical resistance. 
Various fiber fabrication techniques can be used to form nano- and microsize fibers that would 
mimic the fibrous structure of ECM.  
 
1.3.1. Fiber formation techniques 
Polymer fiber formation process, in other words, spinning can be divided into various types: wet, 
dry, melt, gel and electrospinning. Wet spinning is one of the oldest techniques used to produce a 
polymer fiber. In wet spinning, the syringe is filled with a polymer solution, and fiber is drawn 
from a chemical bath that causes precipitation and solidification of the polymer. Though wet 
spinning is an easy method and still holds its position between most used fiber formation 
techniques, this method requires a high amount of solvents, especially for mass production. In dry 
spinning hot air is used to solidify polymer fiber. Dry spinning produces less waste as there is less 
solvent used, but it is dangerous when flammable solvents are used for polymer solution 
preparation. In comparison to these two methods, melt spinning does not require solvent; molted 
polymer solidifies right after extrusion. Even though there is less waste, sometimes extremely high 
temperatures are necessary to melt the polymer. Besides, the choice of polymers is more restricted 
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in melt spinning as the difference between melting and degradation temperature should be 
substantial. Gel spinning is used to prepare high-strength fibers; in this case, a gel is cooled by air 
or solvent and then afterward stretched into fiber34. Similar to other previously mentioned methods, 
it requires a considerable amount of solvent. Electrospinning is a fiber production method where 
electric force is used to draw charged fibers from a polymer solution or melt. During 
electrospinning, high voltage is applied to the polymer solution in the needle, at the capillary tip of 
the needle, due to stress formed by electric field cone-like shape is formed called Taylor cone35 
(Figure 5). Then a polymer jet is drawn from needle tip to collector. While the jet is drawn and 
polymer fiber is formed charge removal by electrospraying, and solvent evaporation is taking place. 
Electrospinning is commonly used for biofabrication due to high scaffold surface area in relation 
to the electrospun volume. 
 
 
Figure 5. Schematic of electrospinning 
 
From all types of fiber spinning, in TE most commonly used methods are electrospinning, wet 
spinning (including microfluidics), artificial biospinning and melt spinning (Figure 6)32. In 
biospinning natural silk formed by insects is used for fiber fabrication; due to this, there are several 
disadvantages of this method: 1) scale-up could be challenging as it depends on resources; 2) 
preprocessing of natural fibers required, that is time-consuming and expensive; 3) hard to control 
formed fiber size (Figure 6)32. The specific type of wet-spinning called microfluidic spinning is 
often used for TE. In microfluidic spinning, the crosslinking agent is added by coaxial flow directly, 
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allowing coded fiber formation (Figure 6). Even though this method is good for tunable fiber 
preparation, the challenge of this method is to obtain mechanically stable fibers. Another attractive 
dry spinning based approach is interfacial complexation, where two oppositely charged 
polyelectrolyte solutions are nearby, and with the needle, the polymer solution is drawn upward to 
the speed-controlled mechanical roller (Figure 6). This method, as well as some challenges as 
limited scale-up possibilities, limited material choice, a small range of fiber diameters (10-20 
µm)32. Therefore, this work primarily considers three of the fiber spinning methods: wet spinning, 
melt spinning, and electrospinning. For melt spinning, expensive equipment is required based on 
high temperature and pressure necessary to push polymer to the spinneret. Wet spinning, on the 
other hand, is more designed for large fiber production ~250-500 µm32, which can be used for cell 
alignment if fiber is not smooth and has grooves additionally in its morphology. E-spinning is used 
for smaller range fibers that are widely used for cell alignment36-37. 
  
Figure 6. Methods for fiber fabrication in TE: (a) electrospinning – fibers are formed by the flow 
of a polymer exposed to an electric field; (b) fibers in wet spinning are made by injection of a 
polymer solution into a coagulation bath; (c) microfluidic platforms fabricate fibers by coaxial flow 
of a pre-polymer and a crosslinking agent; (d) biospinning – fiber fabrication by insects (silkworms 
and spiders); (e) interfacial complexation – fiber formation at the interface of two oppositely 
charged polyelectrolyte solutions; (f) the melt spinning – melted polymer is extruded through a 




Another advancing electrospinning-based technology of fiber production is melt electrospinning 
writing. This method is a combination of melt electrospinning and 3D printing. As in 
electrospinning cooled jet is whipping, it is hard to get controlled deposition of electrospun fibers. 
On the other hand, in the melt electrospinning writing technique, movement in x,y, and z-axis are 
possible (similar to 3D printing), which allows direct fiber deposition. When the speed of the 
collector matches the formed jet – critical translation speed (CTS), linear fibers can be produced38. 
Even though it is possible to obtain a good resolution of fibers and controlled deposition, fiber 
diameter is higher (2-50 µm) than for melt spinning due to lower voltages and shorter distance 
between needle and collector used in melt electrospinning writing39-40 (Figure 7). This is necessary 
due to the more complex electronic setup of the device. Nevertheless, melt electrospinning writing 
in comparison to electrospinning takes more time for fiber production. 
 
Figure 7. Electrospinning vs electrostatic writing: a) electrospinning set up, polymer jet whipping; 
b) melt electrospinning formed fibers; c) electrostatic writing below CTS, fiber buckling; d) 
electrostatic writing fibers below CTS; e) electrostatic writing above CTS, linear fiber formation; 





1.3.2. Aligned and random fiber spinning 
Based on the choice of the collector and its arrangement while electrospinning, it is possible to 
obtain random and aligned fibers. A grounded stationary collector is used (flat plate) to obtain 
random fibers. Usually, the flat electrospun mat is formed using this method (2D). However, with 
proper adjustment of the collector, it is possible to obtain 3D sponge-like structures. For example, 
different transient electrical forces when fibers hit the collector can lead to a 3D structure41. In this 
case, first negatively charged fibers are attracted to the positively charged collector, then charge-
transfer from collector to fiber is induced, and repulsive force is made leading to one point attached 
freestanding fiber, whereas for regular electrospinning no charge transfer is formed and attractive 
force is kept during electrospinning fully attaching fiber parallel to the collector. Another method 
to obtain a high porosity sponge-like structure is based on the use of a nonconductive spherical 
disk collector embedded with an array of metal probes42. To control fiber alignment, it is possible 
to use three different forces: electrostatic, mechanical, and magnetic43. 
A rotating mandrel is used to obtain fiber alignment via mechanical forces (Figure 8a). In this case, 
the fiber alignment degree depends on the speed of rotation; the higher is the speed of rotation, the 
higher is the degree of fiber alignment. This is a simple technique to obtain aligned fibers, but it 
requires extremely high rotation rates for good alignment. Using this method, it is possible to obtain 
a thick fibrous mat. It is suggested to use a rotating disk with a sharp edge for the improvement of 
fiber alignment44(Figure 8b). Though using the disk as collector gives a small surface area for fiber 
collection. Another method to improve alignment is adding the wire on the rotating drum collector; 
on this wire, highly aligned fibers will be formed (Figure 8c). The addition of extra electrodes 
beneath and on top of the collector could improve alignment, like a negative charge knife-edge 
blade electrode under small diameter rotating mandrel or spinneret with knife-edged blade and 





Figure 8. Different electrospinning set-ups for aligned fiber preparation with advantages and 
disadvantages. Adapted with permission45. Copyright 1990, IOP Publishing. 
 
Due to electrostatic charges distributed along the electrospinning jet, it is possible to control fiber 
alignment using an external electric field. A most known method is to use two conductive parallel 
substrates with the void gap; across the gap, highly aligned fibers are collected (Figure 8f). Using 
this method fibers are experiencing electrostatic forces acting in orthogonal directions 43. The first 
force is formed while the electrical field is split into two electric fields lined pointing to two 
electrodes/collectors46. While force is pulling fibers to the electrodes, opposite charges are induced 
on the surface of the electrodes when fiber travels to their proximity. As a result, this forms the 
second force that stretches the nanofibers across the gap and distributes fibers perpendicularly to 
edges of the electrodes. Several parameters influence fiber alignment, mat thickness, and length 
(Figure 9)47-48. Three forces act on electrospun fibers: repulsive force from incoming fibers and 
from charged electrode above, an attractive force from the ground below and weight of the fiber 
itself, that could lead to breakage of fiber if polymer fiber is not resistant enough. Due to this, there 





Figure 9. Forces acting on uniaxially aligned fibers. Reproduced under the terms and conditions of 
the Creative Commons, CC BY 3.048. Copyright 2015, ElectrospinTech. 
 
Fiber alignment highly depends on gap distance; with an increase in gap distance, electric field 
component increases in the horizontal direction leading to higher fiber alignment49. The thickness 
of fiber mats can be increased by using sharpened electrodes. Sharp edge collectors can gather the 
charges and induce attractive force on the electrospinning jet50. 
Similarly, to mechanical force (rotating) collectors, the deposition of fibers and arrangement can 
be designed according to the shape and arrangement of the collector. For example, using for 
perpendicularly arranged bar electrodes, we are able to obtain a plaid polymer mesh. Unfortunately, 
this method has a fiber deposition limitation and low productivity. Additional electrodes and 
incorporation of other forces like mechanical or magnetic can improve fiber formation and 
deposition. For example, the design of a drum-like rotating electrode with multiple bars combines 
advantages from rotating mechanical and electrostatic collectors. These electrodes result in the 
improvement of fiber alignment for the first deposited layers and increment of polymer mat 
thickness due to rotation (Figure 8g). Another interesting type of collector is to use automated 
conductive tracks, that can rotate and stretch uniaxially aligned fibers while they are collected51. In 
this way, it is possible to create higher alignment and increase fiber length via fiber-stretching.  
Alignment can also be controlled by magnetic forces, though this method is rather new for aligned 
fiber formation and more investigation should be made; for example, it is still unclear if polymer 
solution should contain magnetic particles or not43. In this method, two parallel magnets are used 
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to aligned fibers formed from slightly magnetized (0.5 wt%) or non-magnetized solutions52-53. 
Magnetic field-assisted electrospinning is rather a simple method as it requires just the addition of 
two magnets to a conventional setup (Figure 10). As well, fiber deposition can be easily 
manipulated with rearrangement of magnets, and a higher volume of the fibrous mat can be 
achieved than with electrostatic forces. Though with higher flow rates uniaxially aligned fiber 
pattern change to wavy53. Based on the lack of explanation for aligned fiber production 
phenomenon by magnetic field-assisted electrospinning, it is less used than the other two forces.  
 
 
Figure 10. a) Magnetic electrospinning(MES) setup. The key component – magnetic field 
generated by two parallel-positioned magnets; b) Calculated magnetic field strength vectors 
between the two magnets. The arrows show magnetic field line directions. a, b, c- represents 
magnetic field strength (120, 32, 25 mT). Reproduced with permission52. Copyright 2007, Wiley-
VCH. 
 
1.3.3. Parameters in electrospinning 
There are several working parameters to consider while electrospinning; they can be divided into 
three groups: process, solution, and ambient parameters. One of the solution parameters is 
concentration, usually low concentration polymer solutions would form small particles while 
electrospinning, in this case, more correct word for this process is electrospraying (Figure 11). 
When concentration is slightly increased beaded fibers are forming. In optimal solution 
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concentration, we can obtain bead free nano- and micro-sized fibers. When solution concentration 
is too high, helix-shaped micro-ribbons are achieved54. Another solution based parameter is 
polymer molecular weight, that similar to concentration would influence beaded and bead free fiber 
formation. Polymer molecular weight directly influence polymer chain entanglement, when 
polymer chains are too short, no entanglement can be formed leading to electrospraying, this can 
be solved by incorporation of polymers that can be used as template polymers like PEO or 
increasing of molecular weight55. Another closely related parameter to concentration and molecular 
weight is viscosity. There is an optimal concentration of viscosity that needs to be achieved during 
electrospinning; when viscosity is too low, we would get beaded fibers, but when it is too high it 
can clog the needle. Another important solution parameter that needs to be considered is surface 
tension. When solvent with high surface tension (for example, water) is used for electrospinning, 
beaded fibers are formed. Polymer concentration, solvent mixtures with various mass ratios, and 
surfactants can be modified to reduce surface tension and obtain bead-less fibers56-57. The last 
solution related parameter that influences electrospinning is conductivity. It has been described that 




Figure 11. Solution concentration influence on fiber formation during electrospinning 
 
Further, it is important to consider processing parameters, which include flow rate, voltage, 
collectors and distance between the collector and the tip of the needle. The applied voltage is an 
essential parameter of electrospinning. Nevertheless, the effect of voltage on electrospun fibers is 
controversial. Several groups have suggested that there is no effect on fiber diameter. Some others 
suggest that fiber diameter increased with the increase of electrospinning voltage. Others suggest 
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that fibers formed thinner, based on an increase of electrostatic repulsive force on the charged jet54, 
59. To summarize, the voltage influences fiber diameter and bead-free fiber formation, but it highly 
depends on the polymer solution chosen for electrospinning and distance between the tip of the 
needle and collector. A clear effect of voltage on electrospinning is that higher voltage added to 
the electrospinning jet gives a greater volume of solution drawn from the needle tip. Moreover, by 
constant flow rate, this would mean more unstable Taylor cone formation and even Taylor cone 
formation inside of the needle that leads to multijet formation. Figure 12 summarizes possible 
theories on how voltage could influence fiber diameter based on the increase of volume drawn 
from the needle. Similarly, in a recent paper from Schubert et al., instabilities caused by voltage 
directly influence the final fiber diameter of the fiber, theory described by Schubert shows that 
three main regimes influence fiber diameter: flow dominated, potential jet splitting and drying 
dominated regime60. Especially the second regime highly depends on the voltage used. Following 










9                          (1) 
Where η – solution viscosity; c – solution concentration; γ – surface tension; pV – vapor pressure 





Figure 12. Voltage effect on electrospinning 
 
On another hand, flowrate has a definite influence on fiber diameter and bead formation. Usually, 
lower flow rates are recommended so that polymer solutions have enough time for polarization, 
and thinner fibers without beads can be formed54. When the flow rate increases, fiber diameter due 
to more material extruded increases, and it leads to the higher formation of beads. As previously 
mentioned, collector selection has a strong influence over the directionality of the fibers, e.g., 
aligned, random, free-standing fibrous mat formation. The last processing parameter is the distance 
between the collector and the tip of the needle. This is an important parameter due to that it directly 
affects the electrical field area. When the distance between the tip of the needle and collector is too 
short, there is not enough time for the polymer to solidify, and beaded fibers can be formed. 
Usually, it is possible to obtain thinner fibers when the distance between the tip of the needle and 
the collector is greater. 
The last set of working parameters that can influence electrospinning is ambient parameters. The 
increase of temperature favors thinner fiber formation, as a polymer can faster solidify61. However, 
higher humidity leads to the formation of thicker fibers as it is harder for a polymer solution to 
solidify in these conditions. Nevertheless, higher humidity influence fiber morphology from 
smooth fibers to fibers pores on the fiber surface62. 
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Since electrospinning is a method where a high amount of fibers is formed in less than a minute, 
the direct deposition of fibers is quite complicated. Based on changes in the electrical field and 
airflow, fibers can accumulate in indefinite places on the collector. There are several ways 
suggested for controlled deposition. One of the methods is to use near-field electrospinning. It is a 
technique where electrospinning is done from a close distance (≤3 mm) and with a lower voltage 
than for regular electrospinning (600 V)63. Even though using this method it is possible to control 
area of deposition, it is hard to obtain straight and aligned fibers with this method as well it is 
important to find correct voltage and distance as there are higher chances of electrical short circuit. 
Another method is to use ring electrodes around the electrospinning jet, which has the same polarity 
as the one applied to the needle64. These electrodes allow controlling electric field line distribution 
from macroscopic to uniforms straight field line direction until the collector leading to controlled 
and central deposition of fibers on the grounded collector (Figure 13).  
 
 
Figure 13. Electric field lines calculated for conventional electrospinning setup (a) and 
electrospinning setup with ring electrodes for jet focusing (b). Reproduced with permission64. 




1.4. Self-folding materials 
Self-folding materials are able to change their properties and shape in response to the change of 
mild external stimuli like temperature, pH, humidity etc. The ability to react to mild conditions and 
to be fabricated into micrometer-scale makes them suitable for various biomedical applications. 
Different kinds of materials demonstrate these properties – hydrogels with low and upper critical 
solution temperature behavior, polyelectrolyte hydrogel, liquid crystalline elastomers, shape-
memory polymers. Self-folding or smart materials can actuate in various ways based on their 
structure and composition, based on smart material programming obtained 3D structures can be 
more complex or simple, with reversible or irreversible actuation16, 21-23.  
 
1.4.1. Self-folding bilayers: materials & design 
Initially, the self-folding of bimetal beams was described by Timoshenko in 1925. It described 
bilayer system bending, where bilayer is formed by two welded metals with different thermal 

















                      (2) 
Where E is elastic modulus, a – thickness of each metal layer, h – thickness of bilayer, α is the 
thermal expansion coefficient of the material and ρ is the radius of the curvature. It was discovered 
that greater is the difference between each material thermal coefficient; smaller will be the radius 
of curvature. Further, layer thickness greatly influences the final radius of curvature. Some 
limitations make Timoshenko equation not applicable to all bilayer systems: derived for small-
angle deformations, cannot predict the folding direction, and applicable for reversible elastic 
deformations. 
Similarly, bilayer systems polymer-based polymer systems have different expansion coefficients. 
Timoshenko equation can be used to characterize polymer-based bilayers, when expansion 
coefficients are replaced with, for example, swelling degree of the hydrogel. In comparison to 
metals, polymers can be triggered by a variety of external stimuli and volume change is more 
significant. Polymer bilayer systems are usually made from active and passive layer. The active 
layer reacts to external stimuli by the change in its physical-chemical properties. The passive layer, 
on the other hand, controls and directs active layer response in bending movement. For this design 
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suitable passive layer is hydrophobic polymers or block copolymers like polyesters or styrenes and 
as active layer various highly hydrophilic hydrogels. 
Hydrogels are crosslinked polymer networks that can absorb an extremely high amount of water 
content, that can even reach up to 99 wt.% of total hydrogel mass. Hydrogels are able to swell and 
shrink more than ten times in its volume, which makes them well-suited for bilayer polymer 
systems66. Not only hydrogels can absorb high amounts of water, hydrogel mechanical properties 
are similar to properties of natural tissues, which makes them appropriate for biomedical 
applications. Transport of solvent mass (water) in hydrogel determines the actuation of the bilayer 
system, where hydrogel is an active layer. For hydrogel-based polymer bilayer system temperature, 
light, pH, ionic strength, magnetic field, etc. can be used as external stimuli to vary water content 
inside of the hydrogel and change the self-folding behavior of polymer bilayer systems. 67.  
Hydrogels resemble swollen elastomers in terms of their structure, and the behavior of hydrogels 
is similar to rubbers. Hydrogels differentiate from other polymers in that polymer chains are diluted 
by solvent molecules, which reduce crosslinking point volume density. The swelling degree of 
hydrogels depends on the correlation between polymer chain elastic deformation (similar to 
rubbers) and mixing energy that consists of enthalpic and entropic components (Flory theory). 
Polymer volume fraction in the swollen rubber (Vr) is inversely proportional to the swelling degree 
and molecular weight of polymer chains between crosslinking points (Mc). Where crosslinking 






2                                                (3) 
ρ is rubber density, Vs is the molar volume of solvent,  is the interaction parameter between the 
rubber and solvent68. Flory Huggins  parameter describes the interactions between solvent 
molecules and polymer segments. The use of this equation is restricted to small swelling degrees, 
where polymer chain lengths have Gaussian distribution. Hydrogels are able to demonstrate 
responsive properties when Flory Huggins parameter alternate, and the molecular weight of 
polymer chains between crosslinking points directly influence hydrogel swelling degree Qeq ~ 
Mc3/5 (as predicted by Flory) or Qeq ~ Mc
4 /5 (as predicted by Khohlov)68-69. Like rubbers, hydrogel 
mechanical properties in theta solvents directly depend on hydrogel crosslinking density, and shear 
modulus of the hydrogel can be expressed as shear modulus of dry elastomer divided by cubic root 






𝑄−1/3 = 𝐺𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑄
−1/3                                                 (4) 
In non-theta conditions, the Elastic modulus (E) also depends on the swelling degree of hydrogel 
(Q). Elastic modulus can be compared to a multiplication of swelling degree and average molecular 
weight of a strand as follows: 𝐸~𝑄−𝑏𝑀𝑐
−1, where b is 1/3 for theta solvent, 7/12 for slightly 
swollen crosslinked hydrogels in good solvent, 5/6 for slightly swollen highly crosslinked 
hydrogels and 1/6 for strongly stretched strands. From this, we can conclude that interactions 
between polymer chains and solvent strongly affect swelling of the hydrogel and hydrogel 
mechanical properties. 
Using polymer-based bilayers it is possible to obtain various simple and more complex shapes. The 
simplest shape that can be obtained by the actuation of polymer-based bilayers is a tube. Though 
concept and design can seem straightforward, tubular structures perform different folding based on 
the width/length ratio and relative thickness of the rectangular bilayer film (Figure 14)70. For 
example, long-side folding dominates at high aspect ratios, when the width or the length of the film 
is comparable to the circumference of the formed tube, requiring low actuation strain. For high 
actuation strains folding from all sides can be observed. In this case, both width and length highly 
exceed the circumstance of the folded tube. Diagonal folding can be achieved by moderate 
actuation, where width and length are comparable to the deformed circumference. 
 
 
Figure 14. Self-folding rectangular shape bilayer folding scenarios based on width and length ratio. 




As discussed before different geometries, leads to more complex shapes like a four-arm star with 
rounded edges leads to the formation of the pyramid. Nevertheless, it is possible to play as well 
with swelling ratios and crosslinking density. Using strips with high and low-swelling regions, it 
is possible to form a 3D shape consisting of two cylindrical regions connected by transition neck 
(Figure 15)71.  
 
 
Figure 15. Bending of bilayer rectangular strips divided into high and low-swelling regions. 
Reproduced with permission71. Copyright 2013, Taylor & Francis. 
 
1.4.2. Fiber-based and reinforced self-folding 
As already mentioned before actuation of the bilayer system highly depends on the composition 
and structure of bilayer. Bilayer actuation is caused by stress difference in the plane, which is 
achieved by strain gradients and various shapes. Depending on the actuation type, we can divide 
obtained shapes into three categories – basic shape change, complex shape change and combination 
of shape changes 72. With basic shapes, simple actuation with one bending motion is described, 
whereas complex shapes are obtained using multiple folding, rolling, helixing, etc. Complex shapes 
can be easily obtained by embedding fibrous microstructures in rectangular film. After actuation, 
these composite films are able to form tubes or spiral-like structures73-74 . Aligned, reinforced fibers 
in the film restrict swelling of the film along the long axis of the sample and promote swelling 
perpendicular to fiber alignment due to more free volume, where water can be absorbed73. 
Randomly aligned reinforced fibers promote swelling in all directions equally. As the film is made 
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by a bilayer of two different fiber-reinforced layers (aligned and random) with different swelling 
properties, both layers try to reach minimal energy configuration for bilayer to bend or helix75. 
Bending or helixing can be programmed based on fiber alignment angle, each layer thickness, and 
the shape of the sample (wide samples promote cylindrical helix formation, whereas narrow strips 
promote more twisted helix formation). 
Alternatively, self-folding, bilayer systems can also be prepared using only fibers. Using 
electrospinning it is possible to achieve simple and complex shape changes based on fiber 
alignment and cutting angle of fibrous polymer mats76-77 (Figure 16). Similar to the already 
described sample for fiber-reinforced films self-folded bilayer electrospun mats consisting of 
aligned and random fiber layer shows similar properties and can be programmed for simple and 




Figure 16. a) Preparation of poly(N‐isopropylacrylamide) (Bi‐PNIPAM‐0°), Bi‐PNIPAM‐45°, Bi‐
PNIPAM‐90° actuator by electrospinning of random and aligned layer; b) one component 
poly(NIPAM) directionally controlled actuation of Bi‐PNIPAM‐0°, Bi‐PNIPAM‐45°, Bi‐
PNIPAM‐90° mat (random (pink)/aligned (blue)); c) equilibrium shapes of bilayer in 40 °C water. 
Reproduced with permission77. Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. 
 
In addition, multicompartment fibers have shown great potential for programmed simple or 
complex actuation66. Two polymers with different volume expansion properties are used for 
multicompartment fiber actuation, which is like bilayer actuation. Based on each component 
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distribution, it is possible to achieve bending, polypeptide type twisting, and DNA type twisting 
(Figure 17)78. Bending is achieved using fiber with two equal layers of polymer (same as for 
bilayer). Twisting is achieved by gradient distribution of both layers, whereas DNA twisting is 
based on gradient trilayer distribution. As multicompartment fiber actuation is based on a similar 




Figure 17. Schematic illustrations of deformation of multicompartment fibers (the “blue” and “red” 
parts with different swelling properties): (a) bending, (b) polypeptide -type twisting, (c) DNA-type 
twisting actuators. Reproduced with permission78. Copyright 1991, Royal Society of Chemistry. 
 
1.5 Conclusion 
To summarize, the self-folding approach shows great potential for the formation of complex hollow 
tubular and sphere-like structures that are able to mimic tissues in our body. Due to the relatively 
simple preparation of the initial shape of the self-folded scaffold, this technique is more cell-
friendly as less stress is added to cells. There are various ways how to include cell alignment cues 
into the self-folded scaffold: surface topographical patterning, chemical treatment, mechanical 
loading and electrical stimulation. Nano- and microsized electrospun fibers have been used to 
obtain cell alignment for the last couple of decades and have shown good cell adhesion due to the 
ability to mimic fibrous ECM. Self-folding fibrous based materials have shown various advantages 
in comparison to other self-folded materials: extra-fast actuation rate, high permeability, and fiber 
guided shape transformation. Though for the use of fibrous self-folding materials for tissue 
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formation and regeneration biocompatible and degradable fibrous materials need to be further 
investigated and designed. There is as well lack of understanding of how these materials would 






The aim of this thesis was to use the electrospinning technique to create uniaxially aligned self-
folded tubular constructs for 4D biofabrication applications. 
 
The 4D biofabrication using self-folding electrospun layers shall offer the following set of 
advantages, which are not available when other biofabrication techniques are used: 
1. controllable, reversible 2D to 3D transformation 
2. uniaxial aligned fibers for cell guidance 
3. high porosity and permeability 
 
Thus, the aim of this project can be divided into three objectives: 
 
Objective (1) is to develop fibrous self-folding multi-layer scaffolds based on thermo-responsive 
polymers polycaprolactone (PCL) and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) and determine the leading 
mechanism for scaffold folding behaviors under different conditions by analyzing each layer 
properties separately. The final task of this objective is to design the multi-layer system, which 
folds 37 °C setting PCL as an inner layer for better cell adhesion. 
 
Objective (2) is to develop a fibrous scroll-like tubular self-folding scaffold containing uniaxially 
aligned polycaprolactone (PCL) and anisotropic methacrylated alginate (AA-MA) fibers for 
muscle cell encapsulation and muscle tissue formation. 
 
Objective (3) is to develop a degradable and biocompatible self-folding bilayer scaffold containing 
uniaxially aligned poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS-PCL) and randomly aligned methacrylated 





The results summarized in this dissertation are published in three first author research publications 
(publication 1, publication 2 and publication 3), and in one first author review article (publication 
4). The publication list can be found in section 5, and my contribution to each publication is 
described in section 6. 
The 4D biofabrication approach has been used for the research presented in this thesis. 4D 
biofabrication approach and use of shape-morphing materials for cell encapsulation have been 
developed and grown significantly over the last decade. Various smart shape-morphing materials 
can be used for 4D biofabrication as reviewed in publication 4. In comparison to other widely used 
biofabrication techniques, 4D biofabrication allows reversible formation of hollow tubular shape 
with low shear stress and no sacrificial material6. 
The aim of this work was to use the electrospinning technique to fabricate fibrous shape-morphing 
polymers to use for 4D biofabrication applications. The electrospinning technique was chosen for 
preparation of shape-morphing materials to as closely mimic native fibrous ECM by its topography 
and provide high permeability for designed scaffolds. Even though fibrous shape-morphing 
materials have been designed previously74, 76-77, 79-80, biocompatibility and degradability of these 
materials still need to be improved. Another important problem that needs to be further investigated 
is the lack of understanding of cell interaction with fibrous shape-morphing material. The first step 
towards improved biocompatibility for shape morphing materials is to choose an external stimulus 
that is biocompatible, human body temperature (37 °C) and aqueous environment can be 
considered as biocompatible external stimuli shown in publication 1. The next step towards higher 
biocompatibility and degradability is to mimic certain structure, shape and morphology as well as 
the use of degradable materials described in publication 2. Finally, cell interaction and 
biocompatibility can be improved as well by adjusting the mechanical properties of shape-
morphing materials to a target tissue illustrated in publication 3. 
3.1. Porous Stimuli-Responsive Self-Folding Electrospun Mats for 4D Biofabrication 
Temperature-sensitive self-folding bilayer films consisting of polycaprolactone (PCL) and poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) has been previously used for yeast cell encapsulation and their 
folding behavior has been extensively explained 23, 81-83. Electrospinning technique allows 
fabrication of high porosity fibers in nano- and micro-range that promotes cell adhesion, 
proliferation, and differentiation84. The self-folding of electrospun polymers mats differs from dip-
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coated and spin-coated polymer films76. In this study, temperature-responsive bilayer mats 
consisting of polycaprolactone (PCL) and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) were used to fabricate a 
multi-layer system that would fold in physiological conditions. Both polymer layers showed 
thermo-responsive properties leading to the difference of bilayer folding scenario at 20 °C and 37 
°C (Figure 18). To investigate bilayer folding properties each layer thermo-responsive properties 
were described. As a conclusion bilayer folding properties at 20 °C is guided by slight shrinking 
and strong folding of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-benzophenone acrylate (P(NIPAM-BPA)), 
whereas folding behavior of bilayer in 37 °C is guided by slight contraction of PCL fibers in fiber 
length and strong shrinking of P(NIPAM-BPA) that sets P(NIPAM-BPA) in the middle of folded 
construct. 
 
Figure 18. Responsive properties of electrospun P(NIPAM-BPA)-PCL bilayer and PCL-
P(NIPAM-BPA)-PCL trilayer mats: (a) left, no folding is observed for the bilayer in air at room 
temperature; right, representative SEM image of a cross-section of the bilayer used to determine 
the layer thickness; (b) long-side rolling of the bilayer in water at 20 °C; (c) short-side rolling of 
the bilayer in water at 37 °C; (d) left, PCL-P(NIPAM-BPA)-PCL trilayer mat in air at room 
temperature–no folding; right, representative SEM image of a cross-section of the trilayer used to 





To form a multi-layer system that would fold in physiological condition, an additional thin layer 
of PCL on top of P(NIPAM-BPA) layer was added in the bilayer system, that limited actuation of 
P(NIPAM-BPA) layer at 20 °C and supported cell adhesion at 37 °C as PCL is a biocompatible 
polymer. We improved fibroblast cell adhesion on these multi-layer substrates with collagen 
coating. 
3.2. 4D Biofabrication of skeletal muscle microtissues 
Skeletal muscle tissue is formed by multiple bundles consisting of parallel packed and highly 
aligned muscle fibers25. Various attempts have been made to mimic skeletal muscle tissue in 2D 31, 
85-88, though it is still challenging to use these approaches for 3D skeletal muscle modeling. Various 
electrospinning approaches can be to achieve high fiber alignment43, 49. In this study, biocompatible 
and degradable polycaprolactone (PCL) and methacrylated alginate (AA-MA) electrospun bilayer 
systems that can support muscle tissue growth were fabricated. Drum and parallel bar collectors 
were used to fabricate bilayer consisting of uniaxially aligned PCL and random AA-MA fibers. 
The self-folding bilayer system was designed to fold by the addition of aqueous media as external 
stimuli and folding reversibility was achieved by reversible crosslinking of Ca2+ ions. Various 
folding scenarios were described based on fibrous mat geometry, each layer thickness and overall 
thickness of bilayer. Uniaxially aligned PCL fibers were able to guide myoblasts during cell growth 
and differentiation, forming aligned muscle tissue that showed contractility during electrical 
stimulation (Figure 19). 
 
Figure 19. Contractility of the muscle fibers layer under electrical stimulation (4–5 V, frequency: 
1 Hz, duration: 1 ms): functional contracting myotubes that are observed by cyclical displacement 
of features inside yellow circles (a); contracting cell monolayer, solid and yellow dashed lines show 
edge of contracted and relaxed myotubes layer, respectively (b). The time between images is 1 s; 
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3D projection of myoblast muscle cells on self-folded bilayer (c). Actin filament and nuclei staining 
using DAPI (blue) and Phalloidin (green) to evaluate the cell alignment on bilayer mats. 
 
3.3 4D Biofabrication of fibrous artificial nerve grafts for neuron regeneration 
Self-folding electrospun bilayers can also be used as nerve guide conduits (NGCs) for neuron 
regeneration. Polycaprolactone is a degradable and biocompatible material, but PCL stiffness 
makes it less suitable for soft tissue engineering89. Hyaluronic acid is a hydrogel that can be found 
it native ECM and is widely distributed in neural tissues90. Therefore, we designed a bilayer system 
that would consist of methacrylated hyaluronic acid (HA-MA) and polycaprolactone-poly(glycerol 
sebacate) (PCL-PGS) fibers making self-folding scaffold more mechanical compatible for soft 
tissue formation and degradable. Stiffness of PCL fibers significantly decreases after the addition 
of PGS to the blend, resulting in lower stiffness as well for the bilayer system. Degradation of each 
layer separately and bilayer was investigated, due to use of more biocompatible and degradable 
materials 70 % of weight loss of bilayer could be achieved during moth of real-time degradation 
(Figure 20). Neuron cells showed high proliferation and viability on designed scaffolds.  
 
Figure 20. Degradation of electrospun fibers and bilayer scaffold: a-h) morphology of electrospun 
fiber PCL, PCL-PGS, HA-MA mats and PCL-PGS/HA-MA bilayer before and four weeks after 
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degradation; i) Mass loss of fibrous mats and bilayer scaffold during four weeks of degradation; j) 
Porosity change of PCL fibers and HA-MA fibrous mat during four weeks of degradation; k) Self-
folded PCL-PGS/HA-MA tube before degradation; l) Self-folded PCL-PGS/HA-MA tube after 
four weeks of degradation 
 
3.3. Conclusion and outlook 
These studies have shown that fibrous shape-morphing materials can be used for hollow tubular 
structure formation with cell alignment for various tissues. All fabricated systems were able to fold 
in physiological conditions; we have shown reversible and adjustable scroll-like tubular structure 
formation. The highlight of this work is the formation of the functional muscle tissue layer, which 
can be further developed for the formation of vascularized tissue. In the future, multiple fibrous 
shape-morphing scaffolds can be assembled next to each other forming muscle bundles. 
Additionally, future experiments should involve further investigation of bilayer system application 
for neuron tissue regeneration and vascular network formation. Conductive fiber adoption in 
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We found that the presence of PGS in the structure of PCL-PGS electrospun fibers results in decreases of initial 
degradation temperature. TGA measurements showed that pure PCL electrospun fibers have initial degradation 
temperature ~ 390 °C, whereas PCL-PGS electrospun fibers degrade at about 330 °C (Figure S1). The initial 
degradation temperature for pure PGS pre-polymer has been reported to be about 300 °C 1. To conclude, PCL and 
PCL-PGS fibers are thermally stable, although this stability can be reduced by increasing the PGS content in the blend 
as PGS shows lower stability than PCL. 
 
Figure S1. Thermogravimetric analysis of PCL and PCL-PGS fibers: a) weight fraction; b) dm/dT 
 
DSC measurements:  
 
Figure S2. Differential scanning calorimetry: a) PGS pre-polymer; b) electrospun PCL fibers; c) 







Contact angle measurements:  
 
Figure S3. PCL-PGS film hydrophobicity depending on the PCL content in the blend. Liquid drop 
image on PCL (a), PCL-PGS blend containing 80 % PCL (b), PCL-PGS blend containing 75 % 
PCL (c), PCL-PGS blend containing 67 % PCL (d), PCL-PGS blend containing 50 % PCL (e), 
PGS pre-polymer (f). 
 





Figure S4. Electrospinning of PCL-PGS fibers: a) electrospun fibers from PCL-PGS blend 
containing 50 % PCL; b) electrospun fibers from PCL-PGS blend containing 67 % PCL; c) 
electrospun fibers from PCL-PGS blend containing 75 % PCL; d) electrospun fibers from PCL-
PGS blend containing 80 % PCL; e) electrospun PCL fibers; f) electrospun fiber diameters 
depending on PCL content in the PCL-PGS blend  
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Figure S6. Morphology of fibrous mats after 1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks of degradation in PBS solution at 
37 °C. 
 
Cell culture studies: 
 






Figure S8. Viability of PC-12 neuron cells (Live/Dead assay) on fibrous scaffolds after 4 and 7 
days in culture. Red - dead cells; green - live cells. 
 
Figure S9. PC-12 neuron cell viability on PCL fibers after 4 and 7 days in culture. Live/dead assay: 






Figure S10. PC-12 neuron cell viability on PCL-PGS fibers after 4 and 7 days in culture. Live/dead 
assay: green - live cells; red - dead cells.  
 
Figure S11. PC-12 neuron cell viability on HA-MA fibers after 4 and 7 days in culture. Live/dead 
assay: green cells - live; red - dead cells.  
 
 
Figure S12. PC-12 neuron cell viability on PCL-PGS/HA-MA bilayer scaffold after 4 and 7 days 







Determination of orientational order parameter from SAXS measurements: 
Here an exemplary procedure for the fitting and calculation of the orientational order parameter 
starting from the raw data is given. The same procedure was used for all three parameters. We used 
Kratky method for result analysis, which is described in detail by Sims et al.2 
It has the distinct advantage that a fit to the scattering data directly gives the parameters to describe 
the orientation distribution function of the scattering object in the examined q-region. The 
orientation distribution function is called 𝑓(𝛽) with 𝛽 being the angle between the principle axis 
of a rod or fiber or crystalline domain and the average orientation of all principle axes. This 
distribution function is described as a sum of the even Legendre polynomials 𝑃𝐿(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽) in its 
expanded form: 





      (1) 
The coefficients 𝑓2𝑛can be determined by fitting the experimental data, with the following equation 












6𝑎 … . 
    (2) 
With 𝑎 being the azimuthal angle in radians. These coefficients are then used to obtain the order 



















𝑆 = 1 2⁄ (3〈𝑐𝑜𝑠
2𝛽〉 − 1) 
(4) 
The function 𝐼(𝑎) that is used for fitting is extracted in the following way. 
The background subtracted from the 2D image of the sample is radially averaged. From this radial 
average, the position of the peak corresponding to the oriented part of the sample and q is 
determined. The whole width of this peak (0.3-0.6 nm-1) is used for the azimuthal average along q 
to get a plot 𝐼(𝑎) 𝑣𝑠 𝑎. This plot is fitted with equation 2 and the coefficients are used to calculate 
S via equations 3 and 4. 
 
Figure S13. Fit of equation 2 to the azimuthal average over one of the peaks corresponding to the 








Movie S1. Self-folding of PCL-PGS/HA-MA fibers 
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Polymer synthesis and product characterization 
 
Synthesis of benzophenone acrylate (BPA) 
4-Hydroxybenzophenone (20 g, 0.1009 mol), N,N-diisopropylethylamine (19.3 ml, 0.1110 mol) 
and 80 ml of anhydrous methylene chloride was added into 500 ml two-necked round-bottom flask 
fitted with a magnetic stirrer, a thermometer, and an addition funnel with anhydrous acryloyl 
chloride (9.02 ml, 0.1110 mol) solution in 20 ml of methylene chloride. The acryloyl chloride 
solution was added dropwise into the flask under cooling (0-5°C) for ca. 3 hours. Then methylene 
chloride was removed by rotary evaporation. The residues were washed with 80 ml of 20% HCl, 
and afterwards with 80 ml of saturated solution of sodium hydrocarbonate. After washing, obtained 
residue was dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. The solution was passed through a silica gel 
column using chloroform as the eluent. Chloroform was removed by a rotary evaporator. Finally, 
24.44g (95% of yielding) of BPA was obtained. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): 6.01 (dd, J1 ¼ 10.40, 
J2 ¼ 1.26, 1H), 6.28 (dd, J1 ¼ 10.40, J3 ¼ 17.34, 1H), 6.60 (dd, J3 ¼ 17.34, J2 ¼ 1.26, 1H), 7.20 
(m, 2H), 7.43 (m, 2H), 7.54 (m, 1H), 7.74 (m, 2H), 7.81 (m, 2H). 
 






Figure S2. 1H-NMR spectrum of obtained benzophenone acrylate 
 
Synthesis of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-benzophenone acrylate (P(NIPAM-BPA) 
N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM, 48.5 g), BPA (1.914 g, 2 mol % ), 2,2′-azobis(2-
methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, 0.143 g) were added in 500 ml round-bottom flask with a magnetic 
stirrer for the synthesis of P(NIPAM-BPA). As a solvent 150 ml of ethanol were added and then 
everything was stirred for 5 min until all components were fully dissolved. The flask was closed 
with a rubber septum and nitrogen was purged through synthesis solution. After purging the 
solution was set in a pre-heated oil bath (T=70°C). The reaction was carried out for 12 h. Then the 
solution was poured in diethyl ether under vigorous stirring to precipitate the polymer. Precipitated 
polymer was filtered through 100 ml ceramic filter (pore size 4) and dried in vacuum oven at 40°C 






Figure S3. Synthesis of P(NIPAM-BPA) 
 






Synthesis of methacrylated alginate and hyaluronic acid 
20-fold excess of methacrylic anhydride was added dropwise to 2 % alginate solution. During the 
reaction, the solution was kept at pH 8 by adding5 M NaOH dropwise. The mixture was incubated 
at 4 ºC for 24 h using constant stirring at 800 rpm. Synthesized methacrylated alginate was 
precipitated and washed in ethanol. The clean substance was dried using freeze drying.  
To investigated the methacrylation of alginate, proton NMR was performed for alginate as a 
reference and methacrylated alginate. 1H-NMR showed peaks from 4.57 to 4.97 ppm that are 
characteristic for C-5 alternating blocks and guluronic acid anomeric proton in alginate structure. 
The peaks presented in the spectra for AA-MA determined the presence of methylene groups at 
6.11 and 5.65 ppm and methyl groups between around 1.7 ppm that corresponds to the reaction of 
methacrylation. The degree of methacrylation of alginate was calculated from 1H-NMR spectra 
based on the ratio of the integrals for the area of the methyl and methylene peaks. The resulting 
methacrylation was close to 74 %. 
 
Figure S5. 1H-NMR spectrum of a) non-modified alginate, b) methacrylated alginate; and c) 




Methacrylation of hyaluronic acid was done following the same protocol as for alginate. To 
investigate the degree of methacrylation 1H-NMR of hyaluronic acid and synthesis product was 
performed. Similar as for alginate, typical hyaluronic acid describing peaks around 3.76 to 4.49 
were observed, that showed protons located in C-5 alternating blocks. HA-MA spectra revealed 
peaks around 5.37 and 5.68 that described methylene protons from methacrylation, as well as the 
peak around 1.99 that describes methyl protons. Based on integrals of methyl and methylene peaks, 
the calculated degree of methacrylation of hyaluronic acid was 33 %.  
 
Figure S6. 1H-NMR spectrum of a) non-modified hyaluronic acid, b) methacrylated hyaluronic 
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